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OREHI Leadership 

 Are there ways to streamline the way ahead? 

 What are exp. of leading communication in OREHI? 

 What is the relationship with city hall? 

 How often are decisions made without staff input? 

 What is the role of directors in communication and 
leadership? 

 How will things be different with a new Executive 
Director? 

Staff Meetings 

 Can all of our staff meetings be planning meetings? 

 What frequency of communication is useful? 

 How can we maximize staff meeting usefulness? 

 How frequent should we be meeting? Why? How do 
we determine? 

 Should P&I, CE, and QI schedule regular planning 
meetings? 

 How do we select topic areas for staff meetings? 

 How do we frame this within our larger mission? 

 How do we share content across the office? 

 Can we debrief biweekly on how our communication 
is going? 

 Should team meetings take place more often? 

Staff Huddle 

 Could we do a staff retreat every 6 months? 

 What is the value/expectation of huddle? 

 Should the huddle be status updates from staff on 
work? 

 Can we do more teambuilding to increase 
communication? 

 Can the huddles be a time to give updates? 

 How often should leadership meet? 

 What is the purpose of mandatory huddle? 
 
 

Organization-wide activities 

 Is it necessary for all staff to attend CC meetings? 

 What is relationship to CC? 

 What distinguishes the function of the PHSC from the 
CC? 

 Where does LGBTQ fit into the PHSC? 

 How to improve the big picture and how we fit? 

 How does each section “see” the other sections’ 
roles? 

 What is decision-making process for CC? 

Coordination of PHSC buckets 

 What happened to policy part of office? 

 How much is too much/over sharing? 

 What can be done to create a better working space with HR and legal? 

 What can we do to improve lateral communication? 

 How can QI/Accreditation be integrated into OREHI? 

 How do we have timely up-to-date (constant) intra-office communication?  

 How can we eliminate silos without duplicating efforts? 

 What is overlap between communication and technical assistance that we are supposed to be providing? 

 If you share updates about your work and need for support is there an expectation of shared responsibility? 

 What is expectation for info-sharing between three components? 

 What’s the best approach to sharing information across the three bucket areas? 

 What is the role of directors collectively? 

 How can Jenny and other interns be better integrated? 

 Is everyone working to continuously work on communication for the next 6 months? 

 How to close feedback loop so all staff are reporting back on progress? 

 How does each bucket interact with each Bureau/section? 

 How does each bucket communicate within standing commission-wide meetings? 

 How do we improve cross-bucket dialogue? 

 Will it be possible to have an OREHI dashboard? 

 Where does overlap happen? Where is it redundant? 


